




HOW TO PROPERLY FIT A MOTORCYCLE HELMET 
Motorcycle helmets are an important piece of safety equipment that could 
help protect and/or possibly save a rider’s life. A properly fitted helmet is 
critical to the safety of every rider and passenger.

You are responsible for your own safety! No helmet can protect the wearer
against all possible or foreseeable impacts. 

Wearing an improperly fitting helmet could increase your risk of serious injury
or death in an accident.  Follow the instructions below for checking the fit of 
your motorcycle helmet.  If you need help, visit your local BILT retailer or go
to www.ridecomoto.com for detailed sizing and fit instructions. Motorcycle 
helmets are intended for motorcycle, ATV and UTV use only. 

7-Day No-Hassle Helmet Exchange - If your new helmet doesn’t fit correctly;
you may exchange it for any other size, model and/or brand of helmet.  Within 
7 days of receipt, take it (in original condition and packaging, with all components)
to any Cycle Gear Store or contact customer service at CycleGear.com.  If you 
choose to mail it, call us and we will assist you an electronic return label.  

Step 1: Select and Helmet
Use your existing helmet size(or estimate) as a guage to 
start the fitting process. The helmets size label is sewn onto 
the helmets interior comfort liner. 

Step 2: Try on the helmet
Hole the helmet in front of you. The helmet bottom should face
you with the front pointing down.  Hold the helmet retention 
system straps and pull outward slightly. This gives your ears a 
bit more clearance when pulling on a full or open face helmet. 
Pull the helmet onto your head. Check your field of vision. Your 
vision should not be obstructed or blocked when looking up, 
down, left or right. 

Step 3: Securely fasten the helmet
Fasten the retention system as tightly as possible under your 
jaw without causing pain. There must be no slack in the 
retention system and it must be snug up against your jaw. If 
the retention system is not tight, your helmet may become 
dislodged or knocked off in an accisdent.  If your retention 
system has a snap on the strap, DO NOT RELY on it to secure 
the helmet. The snap is provided only to prevent the strap end 
from flapping in the air. Fasten teh retention as shown on the 
left
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